
Support Plan - Ms E

This Support Plan is for Ms E

This Support Plan is being made by Ms E and Mike Steel, WECIL

People to share this Support Plan with Everyone

About Me

My life now, and how I want it be

What is going
well in my life

- Visiting family in Newtown -
Using ABC Care, the staff
understand me, are flexible
and plan around my health
as it changes. - Holistic
therapy and specialist hair
care. These are important
for managing my health, in
mind and body. Plus is a
chance for me to get out and
meet people. - Going out
and meeting friends.
Whenever I do get a
chance, it makes a big
improvement in my
wellbeing, confidence
around others and how I feel
in myself.



What is not going
well

My health has got a lot
worse in the last few years.
My pain, tiredness and
depression mean I often feel
like I am not me. When I am
having a bad day I find it
difficult to talk or do many
things, so need more
support with daily tasks. - My
family live now outside of the
area, so I can no longer
have their support. - When I
have been very ill I have
needed more help from ABC
Agency. I had to choose
between support during the
day and support in the
evening or night. I would like
advice about using my
personal budget from the
council, as my health
changes: I would like to use
some of budget for things I
can do when feeling
stronger (things that improve
how I feel, like doing a
course or going out), and be
able to put some by for
when I am unwell. - Not
having routines in my life. I
feel that am in a vicious
cycle, become more unwell,
more depressed and then
need more day-to-day
support. - I was having
Cognitive Behaviour
Therapy, but it has finished
now. It started to help me to
deal with things, so I would
like to find out about more
therapy. I am worried about
my mental health getting



worse. Finally, I find it hard
to ask for help, but realise
that I do need more support
now, so that I can move
forward, be more
independent and learn to
cope and need less support
in future.

My goals and
things I want to
achieve from life

- Getting the right amount of
support now, so I can move
forward in life. - Move house
- Find out about what I can
do about my Dyslexia. - Get
out and about more, to
improve my physical and
mental wellbeing. - Start a
college course, for example
learn a language. - Find out
about therapy sessions -
Find out about volunteering,
to learn and support other
people with similar
experiences.

What I bring to my Support Plan

What I am good
at, my skills and
what people like
about me

Talented, funny, caring,
generous, kind, and
philosophical - Other people
have said this! Iâ€™ve
learned to be a fighter, by
coping some very difficult
things in life, but sometimes
its hard. I feel that if and
when I regain my
independence I could use
my experience skills to help
other people.



Support or help I
already have

- ABC Care Agency - daily
tasks, encouragement and
keeping me safe. - My family
in Newtown - Morale and
emotional support. - WECIL -
Advice about Direct
Payments, benefits and who
to contact.

What this means
to me, and what
would happen if I
did not have this
support

I need more support due to
the changes in my health.
But without the support I
already have I could not
cope, or manage basic
things like eating and
washing.

Other people involved in my Support Plan

Name How they are involved Are they paid
to do this?

Photo

ABC
Agency

Care and Support Yes, Personal
Budget

GP For my physical and mental health By NHS, not
me

My
Sister

Morale support and respite No

WECIL
Staff

Advice and support with Direct
Payments, Benefits and Support Plan

Not by me

What's important to me, and for me

The most Seeing my family and friends Making



important
things I
need
everyday

sure my Mum is being looked after
Having accessible information and
choices about support Going out and
about - and be part of my community
Having routines & sleeping regularly
People to support me and encourage
me that understand my needs change
Remembering, or being supported to
eat, drink and take my medication
Keeping my home warm, clean
Keeping me safe when out & about

What I like,
what I do
not like

My interests, my likes: Family & when
able meeting new people & friends
Gardening, Art and crafts
Complementary & alternative
therapies Quiet environments
Learning and doing new things
______________________________
What I dont like, what stresses me out:
Not being told about changes to
policies and people can be supported
Feeling that I am not able to do things
others can - especially if there is
another way Cold weather, because
of the impact on my health Not having
the energy or motivation because of
mental & physical health Home not
feeling safe, not quiet, not clean and
tidy. Being overwhelmed by places,
people, events, daily tasks etc Lack of
sleep Being stuck indoors all the time

How best to
support me

Send me information in a way I can
access - large print on blue
background Send me e-mails AND
put anything in writing: I my memory
varies but I have a system! My health
and needs change alot, so please ask
me how I am before planning
something that day. Be honest about
what you can or cant do Having a
holistic view point about the



management of my physical and
mental health needs

Daily Living

Eating, drinking and preparing meals - What I need support
with, or what needs to change.
Continue with support from ABC, but need more hours.

What Needs to
Happen?

With support from someone I pay - ABC

How often do you
want this to
happen?

I want this to happen 7 times daily.

How long would
it take each time?

Coping Week: 15mins Bad Week: 30mins

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

ABC Agency

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

Direct Payments

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Managing my basic daily needs
Safer and prepared for problems
From my Local Council outcomes: - To be able to eat
drink and prepare my meals - To keep myself safe -
Changeable Needs

Eating, drinking and preparing meals - What I need support



with, or what needs to change.
Be able to go out for meals

What Needs to
Happen?

Pay for a friend's meal, as a reward for getting me out
safely and giving support OR If friend not available: ABC
Care agency

How often do you
want this to
happen?

Coping week: once a week Bad week: Would 'save' the
hours, if not used

How long would
it take each time?

If with support from ABC Agency: 3 hours

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

ABC Agency Friends

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

Direct Payments

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Managing my basic daily needs
Getting out and meeting people
From my Local Council outcomes: - To be able to eat
drink and prepare my meals - To be able to be part of
my community From my goals: Get out and about
more, to improve my physical and mental wellbeing.

Personal Care - What I need support with, or what needs to
change.
Support with washing, getting to and from the toilet and
bath. On bad days, a bed wash.



What Needs to
Happen?

With support from someone I pay - ABC

How often do you
want this to
happen?

I want this to happen 7 times daily.

How long would
it take each time?

Coping Week: 30mins Bad Week: 45mins

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

ABC Agency

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

Direct Payments

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Managing my basic daily needs
Safer and prepared for problems
From my Local Council outcomes: - To be able to
meet my personal care needs - To keep myself safe -
Changeable Needs

Personal Care - What I need support with, or what needs to
change.
Buy some small equipment to help with personal care.

What Needs to
Happen?

Find bathroom accessories (commode)

How long would
it take each time?

Support from agency with finding and buying right
equipment - 1 hour

Who needs to be
involved? Who

ABC Agency



could do this?

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

Direct Payment

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

More independent
Managing my basic daily needs
Safer and prepared for problems
From Local Council outcomes: - Meet my personal
care needs

Mental and emotional health - What I need support with, or
what needs to change.
Continue with the support and encouragement I get from
ABC Care Agency

What Needs to
Happen?

With support from someone I pay - ABC

How often do you
want this to
happen?

Coping week: 3 times a week Bad Week: Everyday

How long would
it take each time?

Coping Week: 10 mins Bad Week: 30 mins

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

ABC Agency

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

Direct Payments

When must this Jan 2014



start happening?

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Managing my basic daily needs
Healthier, feeling better in myself
From my Local Council outcomes: - To be able to
manage my actions - Changeable Needs From my
own goals: Getting the right amount of support now,
so I can move forward in life

Mental and emotional health - What I need support with, or
what needs to change.
Find out about and arrange more therapy (CBT)

What Needs to
Happen?

With support from my GP and WECIL Mental Health
project

How long would
it take each time?

Not sure, but will need a few hours support at GP, the
making calls

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

ABC Agency WECIL Staff

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

Direct Payments (Agency Hours) WECIL - No cost

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Managing my basic daily needs
Healthier, feeling better in myself
From my Local Council outcomes: - To be able to
manage my actions - Changeable Needs From my
own goals: Getting the right amount of support now,
so I can move forward in life



Housework - What I need support with, or what needs to
change.
Continue with support from ABC Agency: Tidying, cleaning
bathroom and kitchen, bed making and laundry.

How often do you
want this to
happen?

Coping Week: 2 times a week, Bad Week: 3 times a week

How long would
it take each time?

Coping Week: 45 mins Bad Week: 1 hour

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

ABC Agency

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

Direct Payments

When must this
start happening?

JAn 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Managing my basic daily needs
Healthier, feeling better in myself
From Local Council outcomes: - To meet my personal
care needs - To be able to run and maintain my home

Housework - What I need support with, or what needs to
change.
Deep cleaning kitchen

What Needs to
Happen?

Find cleaning services

How often do you Twice a year



want this to
happen?

How long would
it take each time?

A few hours - pay per job

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

XYZ Cleaning Co

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

Direct Payments - Â£ 100 per clean (Â£ 200.00 per year)

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Managing my basic daily needs
Healthier, feeling better in myself
From Local Council outcomes: - To meet my personal
care needs - To run and manage my own home

Housework - What I need support with, or what needs to
change.
Dry cleaning clothes and linen

Action plan not completed yet

Communication and getting my point across - What I need
to communicate in my way
Find out about and arrange a dyslexia assessment.

What Needs to
Happen?

Contact the British Dyslexia Association Helpline: 0845
251 9002.

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

Me, My sister



How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

I will ask the helpline about funding, as I am planning to do
a college course

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Able to get my point across and communicate
Doing new things, or working or learning
From my Local Council outcomes: - To be able to
have work and learning opportunities if I choose. - To
be able to make decisions and organise my life, From
my own goals: Find out about what I can do about my
Dyslexia.

Other / Anything Else about Daily Living - 
I need to find suitable housing

Action plan not completed yet

Mental and emotional health - What I need support with, or
what needs to change.
Agree regular trips to see family in Newtown as respite

What Needs to
Happen?

Arrange regular trips to see family, with accessible taxi firm

How often do you
want this to
happen?

4 times a year, depending on my health

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

Social Worker Avon Accessible Cab co My sister in
Newtown

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014



The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Healthier, feeling better in myself
Getting out and meeting people
From Local Council Outcomes: To be able to draw on
support from friends and family without placing an
undue burden on them, To be able to be part of my
community From my own goals; Getting the right
amount of support now, so I can move forward in life

My Way of Life

Going out, socialising and friends - What I want and need
to do
Agree that part of my budget can be used for social
activities, flexibly. This would mean that I could use this
part of my budget when am I feeling stronger, or
â€˜bankâ€™ it for later if am I too unwell.

What Needs to
Happen?

Have this agreed by my Social Worker.

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

Me, Social Worker and WECIL Advocate

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Involved in decisions and know what is happening
Getting out and meeting people
From Local Council Outcomes: - To be able to be part
of my community From my goals: Getting the right
amount of support now, so I can move forward in life

Going out, socialising and friends - What I want and need
to do
Arrange regular social activities, that other people my age



Arrange regular social activities, that other people my age
do.

What Needs to
Happen?

Plan social activities, with support For example, when I am
well enough: Going to the cinema, arts groups, take part in
accessible sports and cultural events.

How often do you
want this to
happen?

Depends on my health: Coping week: At least once a
week Bad Week: None

How long would
it take each time?

Depends on my health: Coping week: 2 hours Bad Week:
None

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

Me, ABC Agency, friends

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

Direct Payments

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Getting out and meeting people
From Local Council Outcomes: - To be able to be part
of my community From my goals: Get out and about
more, to improve my physical and mental wellbeing

Work, volunteering and training - What I want and need to
do
Start an course, especially learning French.

What Needs to
Happen?

I need to find a course in my area at a college or centre
that is accessible. I have heard there a free courses
available - which saves some of the budget!

How long would
it take each time?

Not sure, but will need an hours support getting there and
back, may need some help from ABC staff with forms,
planning course work etc.



Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

I can explore this myself, with support from my family.
WECIL and possibly other organisations can also support
me with is if needed. On the practical side, I will need
support from ABC Agency to attend a course.

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

The courses I am thinking of are free, but I will need to use
Direct Payments to pay for support from ABC Agency

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Healthier, feeling better in myself
Getting out and meeting people
Doing new things, or working or learning
From Local Council outcomes: To be able to have
work and learning opportunities if I choose From my
own goals: Start a college course, for example learn a
language

Work, volunteering and training - What I want and need to
do
Join support groups related to my health, to increase my
understanding and be able to support to others

What Needs to
Happen?

I need to find out about local groups in my area, then
arrange support to get the the groups.

How often do you
want this to
happen?

Depends on the groups and my health.

How long would
it take each time?

Not sure, but will need an hours support getting there and
back, I may need some help from ABC staff with
application forms etc.

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

I can explore this myself, with support from my family.
WECIL and possibly other organisations can also support
me with is if needed. On the practical side, I will need



could do this? me with is if needed. On the practical side, I will need
support from ABC Agency to attend groups.

How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

Groups are free, but I will need to use Direct Payments to
pay for support from ABC Agency

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Healthier, feeling better in myself
Getting out and meeting people
Doing new things, or working or learning
From Local Council outcomes: - To be able to be part
of my community - To be able to have work and
learning opportunities if I choose From my own goals:
Find out about volunteering, to learn and support
other people with similar experiences.

Work, volunteering and training - What I want and need to
do
Get involved in volunteering in my community

What Needs to
Happen?

I need to find out about volunteering in my area, with an
organisation or group that understands my health needs. I
will also need support to get out to volunteer.

How often do you
want this to
happen?

Depends on what is available, and my health.

How long would
it take each time?

Not sure, but will need an hours support getting there and
back, I may need some help from ABC staff with
application forms etc.

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

I can explore this myself, with support from my family.
WECIL and possibly other organisations can also support
me with is if needed. On the practical side, I will need
support from ABC Agency to attend groups.



How would this
be paid for, if
there is a cost?

No cost, but I will need to use Direct Payments to pay for
support from ABC Agency. If needed I will use the part of
my budget put aside for social activies.

When must this
start happening?

Jan 2014

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Healthier, feeling better in myself
Getting out and meeting people
Doing new things, or working or learning
From Local Council outcomes: - To be able to be part
of my community - To be able to have work and
learning opportunities if I choose From my own goals:
Find out about volunteering, to learn and support
other people with similar experiences.

Challenging myself: Doing and learning new things - What
I want and need to do
Find and move into a suitable flat.

What Needs to
Happen?

- Arrange assessment with Housing and Wheelchair team
- Speak to GP - Go on local council waiting list

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

Me, GP, council Housing & Wheelchair assessment teams

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

More independent
Managing my basic daily needs
Safer and prepared for problems
From Local Council outcomes: To be able to meet my
personal care needs - To be able to keep myself safe.
From my goals: Move house

Making choices and decisions



Making big decisions - Support or anything else I need to
make big decisions.
I make my own desicions, with support and advice when
needed.

How often do you
want this to
happen?

As needed

Who needs to be
involved? Who
could do this?

Financial - Me with advice from my family and WECIL
Advocate if needed My care and support - Me with advice
from my family, my GP and WECIL Advocate if needed
Family matters - Me with advice from my family Where I
live - Me with advice from my family

The difference
this will this
make to my life
is, I will be...

Involved in decisions and know what is happening

Finding support and choosing staff

Not Completed

Staying safe and dealing with any problems

Preparing for any problems - What to do if this happens
My physical or mental health worsens If I see signs of this I
will contact my sister or ABC Agency In an emergency I will
contact my GP, on 01179 123456 or Mental Health Project
01179 123456

Action plan not completed yet



Preparing for any problems - What to do if this happens
Agency are not able to cover my hours or there are staffing
problems - I will contact the WECIL Direct Payment Support
Team 01179 123456789 Or in an emergency contact The
Council, Social Care Line 0800 123 456 If I need extra
support arranging things, I will contact my sister

Action plan not completed yet

Preparing for any problems - What to do if this happens
Issues with managing my Direct Payments or funding I will
contact WECIL on 01179479911 (I can contact them
whenever I need to, or they can visit me at home If needed,
for advice and support with my Direct Payment.

Action plan not completed yet

Looking after other people

Not Completed

Budget and Funding

Money in Who looks after this? How is
it managed?

Weekly Yearly

Personal Budget (from
my Council)

Me, paid as Direct Payment
with support from WECIL.

£ 416.00 £
21632.00

Independent Living
Fund (ILF)

£ 0.00 £ 0.00

Money from Pooled
Budget

£ 0.00 £ 0.00

Other £ 0.00 £ 0.00



Other £ 0.00 £ 0.00

Own funding (or
contribution)

£ 0.00 £ 0.00

TOTAL MONEY IN £ 416.00 £
21632.00

Money out Who and how? Weekly Yearly

Employing my own
staff (day)

£ £

Employing my own
staff (night)

£ £

Tax & NI £ £

Liability Insurance £ £

Payroll etc £ £

Agency costs Agency support, to be used
flexibly for: Being part of
community, eating and
drinking, meeting personal
care needs, laundry and
shopping

£ 365.00 £
18980.00

Rewards for informal
supporters

£ £

One off payments Specialist Cleaning £ 23.00 £ 1196.00

Contingency (money
put aside)

For emergencies £ 5.00 £ 260.00

Other Respite (transport to family) £ 23.00 £ 1196.00

TOTAL MONEY OUT £ 416.00 £
21632.00

Difference +/- (does it balance?) £ 0.00 £ 0.00


